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You Must Remember This [with apologies to Herman Hupfeld]

• Modern statistical disclosure limitation is only 12 years old, but it is 
already better than what it replaces

• Scientific inferences from the public data are guaranteed consistent with the 
confidential data

• Nothing about the process is secret except the “password”
• And they work

• Traditional statistical disclosure limitation is broken
• Scientific inferences from the public data have unknown validity
• Information needed to make those inferences valid is secret
• And they no longer work

• It took cryptography decades to get to this stage (pre-RSA)
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Three Lessons from Cryptography

1. Too many statistics, published too accurately, expose the 
confidential database with near certainty (database reconstruction)

2. Add noise to every statistic, calibrated to control the worst-case 
global disclosure risk, called a privacy-loss budget (formal privacy)

3. Transparency can’t be the harm: Kerckhoffs's principle applied to 
data privacy says that the protection should be provable and secure 
even when every aspect of the algorithm and all of its parameters 
are public, only the actual random numbers used must be kept 
secret
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The database reconstruction theorem is the 
death knell for traditional data publication 
systems from confidential sources.
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And One Giant Silver Lining

• Formal privacy methods like differential privacy provide technologies 
that quantify the relationship between accuracy (in multiple 
dimensions) and privacy-loss

• When you use formal methods, the scientific inferences are valid, 
provided the analysis incorporates the noise injection from the 
confidentiality protection

• Traditional SDL doesn’t, and can’t, do this—it is inherently 
scientifically dishonest
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Database Reconstruction and 
Re-identification Attacks
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The Flaw in Traditional SDL
• Assumes that disclosure avoidance modifications made for two products from the 

same confidential data are compatible
• For the 2010 Census of Population, 7.8 billion linearly independent statistical 

summaries were published (including zeros) from 308,745,538 people
• Geographic detail: block, tract, county
• Other detail: age in years, OMB race/ethnicity, sex, relationship to householder, in Summary 

File 2: detailed race data
• A 10% Public-use micro-data sample was also released

• Geographic detail: Public-use micro-area (PUMA, 100,000 population minimum)
• Other detail as in tabular data with some modifications

• The tabular summaries can be used to produce a 100% micro-data file 
• Geographic detail: block, tract, county
• Other detail: exactly as in the tabular data

• Database reconstruction was used to create the 100% micro-data file
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Internal Experiments Using the 2010 Census
• Confirm that the micro-data from the confidential 2010 Hundred-percent Detail File (HDF) can be accurately 

reconstructed from PL94 + balance of SF1
• The block geocode is always correct, as is voting age
• 50% of reconstructed records match both the HDF (swapped) and Census Edited File (CEF, unswapped) exactly
• More than 70% match exactly if age +/- one year is used
• More than 90% match if one match error in age, sex, race or ethnicity is allowed
• More than 50% of the confidential records (CEF) are population uniques on block, age (in years), sex, race (OMB) and ethnicity
• More than 35% of the reconstructed records are population uniques on the same variables

• While there is a reconstruction vulnerability, the risk of re-identification is apparently still relatively small
• A much larger percentage were successfully re-identified than in any previous experiments
• The major impediment to re-identification is poor quality geocodes on the Census Bureau copies of commercial databases

• Experiments are at the person level, not household

• Census Bureau declared reconstruction of Title 13-sensitive data an issue, no longer a risk

• Reason for the adoption of differential privacy for the 2018 End-to-End Census Test and 2020 Census

• Quantitative details are being withheld to permit external peer-review before they are released
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Presentation Notes
A reconstruction attack recreates record-level images of all variables used in published tabulations, not all variables in the confidential database. If “name” is never tabulated, then “name” cannot be reconstructed.A reconstruction-abetted re-identification attack links external data to the reconstructed micro-data. These external data contain identifying information like names and addresses. Such an attack leads to “putative re-identifications”: records that the attacker believes are the data for identifiable information. In a successful re-identification attack, putative re-identifications are confirmed at a high rate. The putative re-identifications from the 2010 Census experiments are not confirmed at a high rate. We are still researching this issue.An issue is a risk that has occurred (probability = 1), and an active mitigation plan is required.



Managing the Tradeoff between 
Accuracy and Privacy Loss
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Basic Principles

• Based on recent economics (2019, American Economic Review)
https://digitalcommons.ilr.cornell.edu/ldi/48/ or https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.06303

• The marginal social benefit is the sum of all persons’ willingness-to-
pay for data accuracy with increased privacy loss

• The marginal rate of transformation is the slope of the privacy-loss v. 
accuracy graphs we have been examining

• This is exactly the same problem being addressed by Google in 
RAPPOR or PROCHLO, Apple in iOS 11, and Microsoft in Windows 10 
telemetry
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Moving Forward
• Proposal for vetting traditional and formally private SDL
• “Gold standard” is inference on the original confidential data
• Replication protocol

• Establish public-use inputs
• Verify computations produce original published results

• Validation protocol
• Establish original confidential inputs to public-use products
• Validate computations from replication protocol on confidential inputs

• Comparison protocol
• Use the replication protocol on proposed new public-use products
• Use the validation protocol for proposed new products
• Compare validated original products to validated new products
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Four Examples from Abowd & Schmutte
(2019)
• Legislative redistricting
• Economic censuses and national accounts
• Tax data and tax simulations
• General purpose public-use micro-data
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Legislative Redistricting
• In the redistricting application, the fitness-for-use is based on 

• Supreme Court one-person one-vote decision (All legislative districts must 
have approximately equal populations; there is judicially approved variation)

• Is statistical disclosure limitation a “statistical method” (permitted by Utah v. 
Evans) or “sampling” (prohibited by the Census Act, confirmed in Commerce v. 
House of Representatives)?

• Voting Rights Act, Section 2: requires majority-minority districts at all levels, 
when certain criteria are met

• The privacy interest is based on 
• Title 13 requirement not to publish exact identifying information
• The public policy implications of uses of race, ethnicity and citizenship 

tabulations at detailed geography
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Economic Censuses and National Accounts

• The major client for the detailed tabulations from economic censuses is the 
producer of national accounts

• In most countries these activities are consolidated in a single agency
• Fitness-for-use: accuracy of the national accounts
• Privacy considerations: sensitivity of detailed industry and product data, 

which may have been supplied by only a few firms
• Detailed tables can be produced using formal privacy, with far less 

suppression bias than in current methods
• But, its an inefficient use of the global privacy-loss budget when the 

accounts are published at much more aggregated levels
• Optimize the accuracy v. privacy loss by sharing confidential data (as 

permitted under CIPSEA) and applying formal privacy at publication level
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Tax Data and Tax Simulations

• Simulating the effects of tax policy changes is an important use of tax 
micro-data

• Traditional disclosure limitation methods aggravate these simulations 
by smoothing over important kinks and breaking audit consistency

• Fitness-for-use: quality of the simulated tax policy effects
• Privacy: sensitivity of the income tax returns
• Optimize the accuracy v. privacy loss by doing the simulations inside 

the IRS firewall and applying formal privacy protection to outputs
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General Purpose Public-use Micro-data
• Hierarchy of users

• Educational
• Commercial
• Scientific

• Fitness-for-use: valid scientific inferences on arbitrary hypotheses estimable within the design of 
the confidential data product 

• Privacy: database reconstruction-abetted re-identification attacks make every variable a potential 
identifier, especially in combination

• Traditional SDL fails the fitness-for-use
• Formal privacy guarantees the fitness-for-use for hypotheses in the set supported by its query 

workload (serves educational and commercial uses very well)
• For other hypotheses, supervised use (perhaps via a validation server) maintains fitness for use
• Same model as used by IPUMS https://international.ipums.org/international/irde.shtml
• We need to build these cooperatively
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More Background on the 2020 Disclosure 
Avoidance System
• September 14, 2017 CSAC (overall design)

https://www2.census.gov/cac/sac/meetings/2017-09/garfinkel-
modernizing-disclosure-avoidance.pdf?#

• August, 2018 KDD’18 (top-down v. block-by-block)
https://digitalcommons.ilr.cornell.edu/ldi/49/

• October, 2018 WPES (implementation issues)
https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.02201

• October, 2018 ACMQueue (understanding database reconstruction) 
https://digitalcommons.ilr.cornell.edu/ldi/50/ or
https://queue.acm.org/detail.cfm?id=3295691

• December 6, 2010 CSAC (detailed discussion of algorithms and choices)
https://www2.census.gov/cac/sac/meetings/2018-12/abowd-disclosure-
avoidance.pdf?#
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